TEAM SPRINT – 12 JANUARY

INTERVIEWS


NORWAY I (1^)

JAN SCHMID 

The track was hard and challenging but it is fun just for these reasons too. We were on the lead so we are very happy about the result. We did not expect to win but for sure we expected to be on the run for the podium. Even though i fell yesterday, I hope for the best results tomorrow. 

JOERGEN GRABAAK 

Today was a very good race for both me and Jan. We made some good jumps and also a good cross-country race. We tried not to burn all our energies even though the Germans were about to catch us, but in the end this planned really payed off. We had two good days so far, so I am confident the third will go as well as the past two. 


GERMANY I (2^)

Johannes Rydzek 

It wasn’t a good day, but I’m really happy for what we have achieved in this exciting race. We had a chance to win the first place, it has been a really close fight indeed, but at the end we are satisfied with the second and third place for Germany. This track is always hard to ski on, especially since our opponents were such tough ones, but again, I must say that we are happy with the result. I’m looking forward for tomorrow's races, the pace is constantly increasing and becoming a bit tiring but it is always nice to race here. For a combined racer it is hard to say which discipline is the favourite one, I like both, jumping and cross country.


GERMANY II (3^) 

Fabian Riessle

It has been a pretty good day for the German team because we managed to get to the second and third place. I personally jumped much better than yesterday or the day before. We expected we could close the gap with Norwegian I, and so we did at least in part, at the end it has been a really tight fight so we can consider ourselves satisfied. I hope I can jump well tomorrow morning, there is still some work but I hope I can do as well as today also tomorrow, the results will speak for themselves.



